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9 good reasons to build  PLC  
                         Introduction to Photon2007 
            

1.  Precision measurements of the light Higgs boson    
 production   (->bb) and distinguishing SM-like scenarios   
1.  Testing  Higgs selfinteraction  
2.  Higher mass reach and covering LHC wedge 
3.  Establishing CP property of Higgs bosons  
5. Search for SUSY particles  
6. Complementarity to ILC and LHC 
7. Photon structure and QCD tests 
8. Anomalous W and t couplings 
9. New physics in γ γ  γ γ 
                                     



LHC  
Higgs-like particle with mass~125-126 GeV 
observed at ATLAS+CMS (+Tevatron) 
 
  

Important loop couplings ggH,ɣɣH 



125 GeV particle H 
What it is?  
   HSM - Higgs boson of SM ? 
   h  or  H of CP-conserving 2HDM ? 
   other scalar particle ? 
SM-like scenario observed 
   all measured  H couplings are close to   
   the SM-prediction for absolute value  
                                                                        with I. Ginzburg 



4  interpretations of these data possible 
1/ with all  tree-level couplings as in the SM  
2/ with all these couplings close to SM-values  
    beside  tt H  ~ ( - ) tt HSM  
3/ as in 1/  but in addition new heavy charged  
    particles contributing to the loop couplings  
4/ the observed signal is not due to one  
    particle but it is an effect of two or more  
   particles, not resolved  experimentally --   
                             the degenerated Higgses 
BSM: 2/3/4/  with modified vs SM  H γγ, H Zγ 
 
 



What PLC can do for  

  125 GeV  H ? 
 
   Heavy Higges after discovery of H  ?  



SM-like scenarios for 2HDMs  
 In many models SM-like scenarios are possible 
   Definition of SM-like scenario (2012):  
          Higgs h with mass ~ 125 GeV, SM tree-level couplings* 
                                          within exp. accuracy  (* up to sign) 
          No other new particles seen … 
                                 (too heavy or too weakly interacting)          
 
     Note: Loops   ggh, γγh,  γZh may differ from the SM case         
 
 In models with two SU(2) doublets: 
          - MSSM with decoupling of heavy Higgses  
           - 2HDM (Mixed), where both h or H can be SM-like 
           - Inert Doublet Model, only one SM-like Higgs h 



Inert Doublet Model   
        Symmetry under  Z2  transf.   ΦS → ΦS   ΦD→- ΦD  
        both in L (V and Yukawa interaction = Model I only ΦS) 
        and in the vacuum: 
 
 
                  ΦS as in SM (BEH), with Higgs boson h (SM-like) 
                  ΦD has  no vev, with 4 scalars (no Higgs bosons!) 
                       no interaction with fermions  (inert  doublet) 
 
  Here Z2 symmetry exact →Z2 parity, only ΦD has odd Z2-parity 
               →  The lightest scalar stable -a dark matter candidate 
                       (ΦD dark doublet with dark scalars) . 
 
 
 
                 

<ΦS >= v <ΦD>= 0 

Ma,…'78 
Barbieri..'06 

Φ₁→ΦS Higgs doublet S              Φ₂ →ΦD Dark doublet D 

Inert 
vacuum I1 

The Inert Doublet Model: An Archetype for Dark Matter,  Lopez Honorez,..Tytgat ..07  



Confronting with data 
Constraints:                                      
vacuum stability,  
perturbative unitarity 
*condition for a specific vacuum* 
Data:  
EWPT (S and T) 
LEP, LHC and DM data 
Inert Doublet Model: it’s a SM-like scenario for h; H=DM  
 
In contrast  Mixed Model (II) with  5 Higgses   
sum rules for relative couplings   eg. (χh

V)2+ (χH
V)2 =1 

can have SM-like h or  H (with  χV=1)                  V=W/Z 

    

Ma‚..2006,.. 
*B. Gorczyca( Świeżewska), 
Thesis2011, 1112.4356,  
1112.5086 ,  
Posch..2011, Dolle, Su… 
Arhrib..2012, Chang…2012 



 
                          

Full scattering  matrix macierz 25x25 for scalars (including Goldstone's) 
 

Block-diagonal form due  
electric charge and  CP 
conservation 

Unitarity constraints on parameters of  V                                               
(D symmetry)          B. Gorczyca (Świeżewska), MSc Thesis, July 2011 

M1:  G+H-, G-H+, hA, GA, GH, hH 
M2:  G+G-, H+H-, GG, HH, AA, hh 
M3:  Gh, AH 
M4:  G+G, G+H, G+A, G+h, GH+, HH+,AH+,hH+ 
M5:  G+G+, H+H+ 
M6:  G+H+ 

Unitarity constraints 
→ |eigenvalues|< 8 π 

in high energy limit 

Kanemura et al. 93; 2001 
Akeroyd,Arhrib,Naimi, 2000…. 



 
                                                       (hold for Mixed as well)  

Couplings for dark 
particles in IDM  
λ345=λ3+ λ4 +λ5 
λ45=λ4 + λ5 

B. Gorczyca, MSc Thesis, July 2011 
Pert. unitarity constraints on lambda’s 

and for combinations 



Condition for the Inert vacuum 

For  125 GeV h: M2
h= m11

2 = λ1 v2  and  max    value      
 
       upper limit:              < 9. 10^4 GeV^2 

IDM: 



Testing Inert Doublet Model  
    
Using properties of  
      - the SM-like h, M2

h= m11
2 = λ1 v2      

       
Using properties of dark scalars  
      - masses depend on  
      - the dark scalars  D 
         interact always in pairs!  
             
 
 
 
 
 
              
    

           D couple to V = W/Z (eg. AZH, H⁻ W⁺H),  not  DVV! 
              Quartic selfcouplings D4 proportional to  λ2  

                        hopeless to be measured at colliders!   ( DM D. Sokołowska) 

              Couplings with Higgs:  hHH ~ λ345  h H+H-  ~ λ3 

λ345 

Ma'2006,.Barbieri 2006, Dolle,Su, 
Gorczyca(Świeżewska), MSc T2011, 
                1112.4356, 1112.5086,  
                Posch,  2011, Arhrib..2012 



LHC: loop couplings hgg, hγγ (hZγ) 
for hgg - b and t important 
 
            for h γγ  
          - t and b, W, (H+ in 2HDM) 
In SM W and t interfer destructively   
      so if coupling of t may change   
      sign an enhancement possible 
         2HDM (Mixed) Ginzburg, MK, Osland,2001; 
         Carmi et al.,,,,  in 2011,12 

In IDM only         may differ from SM 



Świeżewska, MK (Dec. 2012) 

Two sources of possible enhancement:  

modification of the partial (hγγ) or the total decay width (hX) 



IDM – total width of h 
Cao, Ma, Rajasekaren' 2007  



Br of Higgs  boson (125 GeV) 
HH and AA channels open or closed 

for positive and negative  

H(50 GeV),A(60 GeV)           H open          H(75 GeV),A(>63 GeV) 
 both open                  H(60 GeV),A(>63 GeV)      both closed 

   for positive as Arhrib..’12 



-> formula 



Rγγ as a function of mass  H and H + 
Invisible decays makes  
enhancement impossible 

Light H+ with proper sign of  
hH+H- coupling makes  
          enhancement possible 

Narrow range 



Rγγ as a function of λ3 and λ2 

enhancement for negative λ3   



Rγγ  - wide range of  

similar result 
Arhrib at al 



Conclusions  
 
 SM-like scenarios  in 2HDM  

 
    - 2HDM (Mixed) where  both h or H can be SM-like 
         
    - Inert Doublet Model: h is  SM-like and H=DM 
      mass of H+ below 135 GeV if  Rγγ >1.3 
                                        (H+ has no Yukawa couplings) 
       If Rγγ >1 H mass >62.5 GeV  
                            and <135 GeV, if Rγγ > 1.3 
 
       If Rγγ >1.3   -1.46 < λ3 , λ345  <-0.24 
         
     
           
 



Stronger limit than   
                  Xenon100 ! 



No comments 
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